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A unique occasion deserves a unique experience.

For Expert Advice Call
01722 744 695

 
 

 
https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/special-occasion-holidays/northern-lights-trips/iceland/aurora-wilderness-package/

Private Northern Lights Iceland Wilderness Package

Break available: Mid Sept - Early April 4 Night
Break 

This wonderful break is perfect for Special Occasions as you
have the cabin all to yourselves! Many a honeymoon, proposal,
anniversary or birthday has been celebrated in this special
boutique cabin with the Northern Lights on your door step. Enjoy
Superb SuperJeep Adventures to see the stunning volcanic
landscape & even go up a Volcano and spend time river fjording.
On the Golden Circle Geysers & Waterfalls abound, and don't
forget a lovely soak in the geothermal Blue Lagoon. With the
guide cooking for you one night and the option to upgrade to
restaurants on other nights this break can be as special as you
want it to be. Personally we would recommend you spend at least
one night dining at the cabin and enjoying all the private space it
offers whilst keeping a look out for the Northern Lights with a
glass of wine in your hand.  

 

Highlights

● Private 3 nights in boutique wilderness cabin with stunning
views of Eyjafjallajökull Volcano

● Great Area for Northern Lights Viewing
● Choice of Guided Superjeep trip either over the Glaciers to

Eyjafjallajökull Volcano, or Porsmork Valley
● Blue Lagoon visit
● Golden Circle Highlights 4WD tour to experience the

stunning Icelandic landscape including:- Geysers, waterfalls,
volcanoes and volcanic valleys

● Wake up call if Northern Lights come out whilst you are
asleep

● 1 private meal cooked by the guide at your cabin
● 1 night to explore Reykjavik, the vibrant Icelandic Capital

Day by Day Itinerary

DAY 1Fly to Reykjavik. Self Drive to wilderness cabin, Private Dinner cooked for you at
your cabin by your guide
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Fly to Reykjavik where on arrival you will pick up your car hire to self drive (@ 2hrs) to your exclusive Eyjafjallajokull wilderness cabin
situated in stunning South Iceland.

If you would prefer to have a transfer this available as an optional upgrade.

As the cabin stands alone on the prairie in a secluded countryside area there are excellent opportunities to view the northern lights without
any light pollution at night,while during the day savour the wonderful views of the famous Eyjafjallajokull Volcano.

Tonight your guide will come and cook for you a 3 course meal. We have had wonderful feedback on his meals with the lamb from his family
farm being particularly liked. Afterwards he will retire and leave you to enjoy hopefully a final evening of Northern Lights.

If you wish the guide will call your mobile during the night to wake you up if the famous Aurora make an appearance.

A la Carte Optional Extras

Iceland Transfers rather than Self Drive

Transfers rather than Self Drive

We are conscious that some people do not want to self drive in Iceland. If this is the case we can organise a transfer for you to and from
Reykjavik and the Airport. Please note these are direct transfers, and if there is any self explore built into the itinerary then extra tours would
also need to be added and these are not included in the transfer cost below.

Price per person: £210-£230 per person depending on flight time

 

DAY 2 Golden Circle Highlights 4WD Tour including: Geysers, Gullfoss waterfall and Mt
Helka

After breakfast take a full day out with your guide for your 4WD tour experiencing Iceland’s dramatic landscapes and the magnificent Golden
Circle highlights.

Visit the spectacular Gullfoss waterfall, which can totally freeze in Winter; the Geyser where every 5 minutes an eruption takes place and
Pjorsardalur. Here you will see many waterfalls, including Háifoss, the tallest waterfall in Iceland all set behind the beautiful Mount Helka.

Tonight you will cook for yourself. You will pre-choose your meal before you go so that your ingredients and recipe are waiting for you at the
cabin.

Afterwards relax and wait to see if the Northern Lights show.

A la Carte Optional Extras

Northern Lights Hunt with Campfire
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Tonight you will be picked up for a 3 hour adventure to hunt out the Northern Lights with one of the local mountain guides.

In a specially adapted 4WD super jeep you will be taken inland off-road to the back of the famed Mount Helka to try and see if you can find
the Northern Lights. This volcanic area is near Tindfjallajökul Glacier whose cooling effect creates clear skies critical for spotting the Northern
Lights. This area also has very few artificial lights to spoil your viewing as many of the farms in the area were abandoned due to a previous
volcanic eruption.

The beauty of this tour is that the guide will take you to the best area based on the forecast to see the Northern Lights and so give you the
best chance of seeing them.

Assuming you have not diverted to a different area to see the Aurora you will stop to make a campfire and have a hot drink in a cave whilst
your guide tells you about both the Northern Lights Phenomenon and some of the folklore that surrounds them and local superstitions!
Sometimes you are taken to the Black Volcanic Beaches where the Atlantic Crashes onto the Black Sands. The guide will take you to the
best location for you to see the Northern Lights depending on the forecast.

Price per person: From £115

Northern Lights on top of the Glacier

We are very excited with this new offer which we have worked up with our “local man” on the ground near Hotel Ranga. Tonight he will take
you up to 1600 M on top of the glacier on top of Eyjafjallajökull volcano in a SuperJeep to hunt the Northern Lights. The glacier cools the air
creating clear skies which is what you need for the Northern Lights giving you an excellent chance of seeing them !

Even if they don’t show you will have an incredible evening gazing at thousands of stars above you – crystal clear in the darkness. The snow
reflects the moonlight and the tiny lights of the villages can be seen well below you.

This is a 4 hour trip as it will take you 90 mins each way as you climb in your superjeep up the steep slope – an adventure in itself.

Price per person: £195 per person

DAY 3Superjeep Eyjafjallajökull Volcano Tour OR Þórsmörk Adventure,
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Breakfast will be available at your cabin before your superjeep off-road adventure – all you have to do is to choose which of the two options
below you prefer!

We have had excellent feedback on how much clients enjoy this personalised & relaxed guided day. You will be in a Super jeep of up to 8
people, though normally it is 4 and is in sharp contrast to the coach tours offered by other companies, which also cannot venture to many of
the places that you will be taken to. This is serious off roading !

EITHER
Eyjafjallajökull’s volcano Tour 

This tour will take you as close as is possible to the new large crater in Eyjafjallajökull volcano from the 2010 eruption and to places where no
hire c

This tour will take you as close as is possible to the new large crater in Eyjafjallajökull volcano from the 2010 eruption and to places where no
hire car can go. We drive up the slopes of the glacier in a highly equipped Super-Jeep and on our way take in the astonishing view over the
whole South coast of Iceland with it’s glaciers, and back across the Atlantic including the Westman-Islands. This tour gives you the perfect
glacier experience; an exciting Super Jeep drive in the snow, walk on the glacier and the magnificent view over the south. This is real
adventure.

OR
Porsmork valley Tour 

Your guide will take you up between the three glaciers; Myrdalsjokull, Eyjafjallojokull and Tindfjallojokull. In your specially adapted
SuperJeeps you will have the thrilling drive of fjording glacial rivers and driving across the flood plain to see the lasting effects and landscape
changes following Eyjafjallajökull’s 2010 eruption.

You will be surrounded by an imposing mountain ridge and see spectacular landscapes. Stop at the stunning Seljalandsfoss waterfall , which
you can walk behind and be mesmerised looking back through the falling water. If you wanted to see the “Raw Iceland” this is hard to beat!

We work only with local guides who have lived their whole life in this area, are very experienced & belong to the Mountain Rescue Team.
They all have fascinating stories to tell of their experiences during the 2010 volcanic eruption!

My personal experience of the Porsmork Valley Super Jeep Tour

Tonight you will cook for yourself and hopefully enjoy a final evening of Northern Lights. You will pre-choose your meal before you go so that
your ingredients and recipe are waiting for you at the cabin.

DAY 4Blue Lagoon & Reykjavik 

Self drive to the Blue Lagoon (@ 2 hrs), Iceland’s most famous attraction. Enjoy bathing and relaxing in the geothermal seawater, known for
its positive effects on the skin.

In addition to bathing there is a sauna with a view of the lagoon, a steam bath with white walls that resemble silica mud, and a cosy steam
bath carved into a lava cave.

What an In Water Blue Lagoon Massage is like

Afterwards self drive onto Reykjavik @1 hr), check into your hotel and spend the evening exploring Iceland’s capital city. If you would like to
do a northern lights hunt tonight look at our optional extras below.

A la Carte Optional Extras

https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/experiencing-iceland-superjeep-tour-thorsmork/
https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/highlights-blue-lagoon-reykjavik-centrum-hotel-reykjavik-iceland/
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Northern Lights Hunt with Lobster Feast

This evening venture out into the wilderness in search of the Northern Lights in Iceland followed by a Lobster feast. Your guide will drive the
super jeep out of the city lights in his search for a clear sky and northern lights show. Time allowing you will have a quick stop at a volcanic
beach with black sands on the southwest coast of Iceland where you take in the raw but beautiful landscape. Afterwards your guide will take
you to Stokkseyri where you will enjoy a lobster feast.

After dinner the hunt continues for the Northern Lights before dropping you off at your hotel around midnight. Your guide is trained to read the
weather, the clouds and the solar activity but unfortunately we cannot guarantee a show. Keep your fingers crossed and hope for the best
while you enjoy a super jeep tour off the beaten path.

Price per person: From £310

 

Northern Lights Hunt - From Reykjavik

This evening you will be taken out from Reykjavik in a Super-jeep into the wilderness for a final search of the Northern Lights. Given
cloudless skies sightings can occur from autumn to early spring. The elders say that the colder the nights the more vibrant & intense the
colors will be. Swirling and swaying overhead, displays are usually greenish yellow but white, red and pink lights also frequently appear.

Please note the maximum number of passengers in the SuperJeep is 6 in order to give you a very personal and individual tour. This is in
sharp contrast to the coach tours that are available through other companies, or the very large SuperJeep Tours with 12 people in.

Price Per Person: From: £155

Riding in Icelandic Countryside

A purebreed descendant of its Viking ancestors from the 9th century, the Icelandic horse is a product of isolation and a thousand years of
breeding for good riding qualities, resulting in a gentle, friendly disposition and calm manner that make them a delight for anyone to ride.
Whilst small in size they are hardy animals that have an unusual gait called a tolt. As fast as a trot it is much smoother- Indeed there are
competitions where people hold full glasses of unspoilt beer as they ride the tolt!

You have a choice of a 1hr or 2 hr ride by Irafoss Waterfall, or a 3hr ride which takes you up steep tracks towards the Eyjafjallajökull Volcano.
Here you will be able to enjoy a spectacular panoramic view of the glacier behind you and in front of you the Atlantic Ocean in all its glory.

Finally there is the option to take a 2 hour ride through farmland , followed by a choice of a Jacuzzi or Sauna and a light lunch.

Price Per Person: From £75 to £245 (Dependent on tour taken)
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Snowmobiling on the Mýrdalsjökull glacier

Head up in your hire car to the Snowmobile Meeting Point.

Here you will transfer to a SuperJeep to go on rough tracks up to the Snowline of the Mýrdalsjökull glacier to take an exhilarating hours
snowmobile ride to a vantage point with superb views back down to the Atlantic Coast . This Glacier is on the top of Katla Volcano with
dramatic views across to Eyjafjallajokull.

Whilst Katla is the next Volcano due to erupt it is extremely closely monitored and you will not be taken there at any hint of danger – but what
a great story to tell when it does erupt that you actually snowmobiled on it!

Price Per Person: From £180

Glacier Hiking on glacial tongue Seimajökull

Join the small group visiting the magnificent frozen glacial tongue Seimajokull and hike on the glacier. Explore the crevasse riddled outlet
glacier with its amazing ice formations, sinkholes and jagged ridges.

For those of you that wish we will also find an Ice Wall on the Glacier and you can try your hand at ice climbing.

We will provide all the tools you need: ice axes, crampons and safety lines but you must wear Hiking Boots for the Crampons to fit onto.

Price Per Person: From £70 

Northern Lights by Boat
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Hunting the northern lights from the ocean is an amazing experience. Sail away from the coastline of Reykjavik and see the Aurora Borealis
out on the North Atlantic ocean with beautiful mountains and the city lights in the background.

This 2-3 hour Northern Lights cruise includes warm overalls to wear, heated seating areas inside, expert guide on board to explain the
Northern Lights.

Price per person: From £70

Visit the Secret Ice Cave

Self drive to Vik in south Iceland (@ 1 1/4hr). From there we will pick up you and drive our heavily modified Super Jeep on a very old track
that only Super Jeeps can cross. The drive to the ice cave is about 30 minutes long with a gorgeous view out the window.

The ice cave, known as ‘The Secret Ice Cave’, and the glacier itself, present you with black, white, and blue ice that is over 800 years old!
Inside the cave there are high walls of ice that have been sculpted by glacial water throughout the centuries. Water drips all around and the
air is cold and fresh. Helmets (and Crampons if conditions require) are supplied. The beauty of this cave it is not visited by hundreds of
people unlike some of the others which means they don’t have the magical atmosphere of this secret ice cave.

This tour takes about 3 hours with a morning and afternoon departure.

There are plenty of things to see on the way and back to Vik to make this a full day. The Black Beaches and dramatic rock formations of
Reynisdrangar with its famous archway. The dramatic and thundering Skogar Waterfall – one of the highest in Iceland at 60M and certainly
worth a few photos! The Eyjafjallajokull Visitor Centre which has a 20 minute film depicting the personal experience of a farmer of the
dramatic 2010 eruption. The brand new Lava Centre. They have an interactive exhibition about the volcanoes, eruptions and earthquakes
and this already has very good reviews and is a fascinating hour.

Price Per Person: From £160
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DAY 5 Fly home after your Northern Lights Short Break.

Morning at leisure to enjoy Reykjavik. Self drive to the airport (@ 1 hr) for your flight home.

Your 4 day trip will have felt much longer once you take stock and reflect on the myriad of natural wonders you will have encountered in
Iceland.

We offer a range of breaks to Iceland and Greenland which might also interest you if this isn’t exactly what you were looking for.

For top useful things to know before you go to Iceland

Where You'll Stay

Eyjafjallajokull Wilderness Cabin
What makes this place unique is the outdoor scenery and the open view in all directions. The house is designed to capture this,
with big windows, minimalistic architecture and a lot of daylight. The isolation and lack of external lighting makes it a great place
for Northern Lights viewing, and our clients have named it "Little House on the Prairie". Your hosts are nearby to cook dinner for
you.

There are 4 bedrooms, 3 doubles and 1 single. There is wifi and mobile connection.

 

Saeli Icelandic Cabin

https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/special-occasion-holidays/destinations/iceland-greenland/
https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/10-useful-things-help-plan-trip-iceland/
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It is perfect for a family or two couples with a separate living/eating area and two main bedrooms and an attic bedroom which kids
will love. There are two separate bathrooms, one with a shower and one with a bath.

This has been refurbished very recently and is a wonderful place to relax and look out for the Northern Lights after the excitement
of the day adventure Superjeep tours. A brand new hot tub has just been added outside which comfortably fits 6 people.

There is wifi and mobile signal, TV with very limited channels (probably in Icelandic). The beds are set up as a double in one room, a
double with a combined single bunk bed above and then the attic has a mattress on the floor. We would therefore suggest it is
perfect for 4 adults and 2 children.

 

Hotel Reykjavik Centrum
During its construction, the remains of a Viking longhouse from the Settlement Period were found - now on display. Among the
finds excavated at the site were Iceland’s oldest human remains, dating from approximately 870 AD.

The hotel has 89 rooms, each fitted with modern amenities and all rooms have an ensuite bathroom.

For our experience whilst staying at Hotel Reykjavik Centrum

 

Testimonials
"Saeli was an absolute star - met by the waterfall as arranged and everything with him went as clockwork. The food he cooked for us was
quite simply astounding. Magnus, our SuperJeep guide, was also great - very personable and at no point rushing us, letting us enjoy our time
with no pressure to be anywhere at any time. Hotel in Rekjavik was very nice - good size room, nice food in the hotel."

"From the moment we were met at the airport to being dropped off 5 days later this was another fantastic short break to Iceland. The cabin is
superb & set in a truly stunning location between the volcano & the ocean. The guys are great hosts, passionate about their country & really
want you to have the best possible experience. Many thanks to all at Weekend a la Carte for organising this."

Andy, Steph, Lottie & Aidan 

Price per person: From £1,675 (incl Flights)

What's Included?

https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/why-we-recommend-hotel-reykjavik-centrum-in-reykjavik-iceland/
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● Flights with one hold bag per person from the UK
● 4 nights Accommodation with breakfast (Cabin, Hotel Reykjavik Centrum)
● 1 Super-Jeep Adventure Hunt
● 1 4WD Golden Circle Tour
● 1 Dinner cooked by the guide at the cabin
● 2 Dinners cooked by yourself
● Car Hire with one named driver

 

Departure Airport
● Gatwick
● Heathrow
● Manchester
● Luton
● Glasgow (Mon-Fri, Thurs-Mon, Sun-Thurs only for direct flights)
● Edinburgh
● Belfast (Mon-Fri, Sun-Thurs , Thurs-Mon only for direct flights)
● Bristol (Mon-Fri, Thurs-Mon, Sun – Thurs only for direct flights)Dublin(Mon-Fri only for direct flights)

● Chicago
● New York
● Washington
● Boston
● Orlando
● Minneapolis
● Seattle
● Denver
● San Francisco Thurs-Tues only (4 nights + overnight flight)

Our international clients are welcome to book their own flights

© 2018 Weekend a la Carte

For Expert Advice Call
01722 744 695

 


